How to cite a full-text article through an online database (including *World Book Advanced*)

**Format:**

Author's name, last name first [if given]. "Article title." *Title of database*. Publication date or last update. Place of access. Date of access and <URL>.

**Example:**


NHS Library, Galion, OH. 20 Jan. 2005


How to cite a "Back in Time" article from *World Book Advanced*

**Format:**

"Back in Time: Article title." *Web site title*. Publication date or last update. Place of access. Date of access and <URL>.

**Example:**


How to cite a "Special Report" from *World Book Advanced*

**Format:**

Author's name, last name first [if given]. "Special Report: Article title." *Web site title*. Publication date or last update. Place of access. Date of access and <URL>.

**Example:**
